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Introduction
Glioblastoma (also known as glioblastoma multiform) is 

the most common primary brain tumor in adults. It remains an 
unmet need in oncology. Figure 1 is a colored positron emission 
tomography of the brain showing a GB. In a companion article 
[1], I limited my considerations to primary and secondary 
tumors and their metastases. I discussed at some length the 
standard treatment of glioblastoma (GB) consisting of 

a. surgery (maximal resection of ~/> 98% of the tumor) 
followed by 

 
b. radio chemotherapy (6 weeks of radiotherapy at a dose 
of 60 Grey [Gy] together with concomitant chemotherapy 
with Temozolomide (TMZ) at a rate of 75 mg/m2 daily); and 
once chemoradiotherapy is complete 

c. Adjuvant treatment (a minimum of 6 months with 
TMZ starting at a dose of 150-200 mg/m2 for 5 days every 
28 days). Chemotherapy by itself that is the use of cytotoxic 
drugs in isolation or in combination with other drugs, has 
historically provided little durable benefit as the tumors 
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recur within several months. This is more particularly the 
case for glioblastoma because treatment is hindered, if not 
precluded, by the presence of the brain protective barriers 
(BPBs), chiefly the blood brain barrier (BBB). The emphasis 
in this article is on recurrent GBs (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Colored positron emission tomography of the brain.

Most of the above treatments cannot eradicate all tumor 
cells (surgery is often insufficient given the diffuse nature of 
the disease; chemotherapy has major limitations because most 
drugs cannot cross the BBB, and penetration into brain cells 
is limited). In addition, the cells in brain tumors are greatly 
heterogeneous, which limits the treatment efficacy and explains 
the high rate of progression of the disease. 

The Case of Recurrent Glioblastomas

Figure 2 : Excised brain showing glioblastomas.

Disease recurs in almost all patients, and most patients will 
not be candidates for new surgery or a new course of irradiation 
so that therapeutic options are limited. Progression-free 
survival (PFS) after recurrence or progression is ~ 10 weeks, 
and overall survival (OS) is ~ 30 weeks. Figure 2 shows an 
excised brain evidencing the presence of GBs (Figure 2). If the 
patient’s condition allows, the second-line treatment consists 
of anti-cancer drugs. Other approaches have also been studied, 
including antiangiogenics, epidermal growth factor receptor 
(EGFR) inhibitors, nitrosoureas (alkylating agents characterized 

by high lipophilicity, allowing them to cross the BBB), and re-
treatment with TMZ. However, a standard second-line therapy 
has not yet been established. 

It must further be emphasized that certain patients will be 
candidates only for symptomatic treatment because of their 
poor general condition or co-morbidities. Ensuring appropriate 
management and support for the complications that typically 
occur during the course of the disease (convulsions, thrombosis, 
and cognitive deteriorations) are essential. Currently available 
medical treatment options for recurrent GB patients will now be 
reviewed. Figure 3 shows contrast computerized tomography 
images indicating the presence of GBs. 

Figure 3 : Contrast computed tomography images of the brain 
showing a GB.

Surgery
Approximately only 25% of patients are considered for 

surgery after recurrence. However, there are no robust data 
supporting an increase in survival. Repeat surgery can help to 
improve symptom control, confirm the diagnosis, and rule out 
pseudo-progression or radio-necrosis. In certain situations 
(e.g., total resection), repeat surgery can allow for intra-
lesion chemotherapy with Carmustine wafers (Gliadel: Arbor 
Pharmaceuticals, Atlanta, GA, U.S.A.), implants for intracranial 
use that contain Carmustine, a nitrosourea alkylating agent, and 
Polifeprosan (a biodegradable copolymer that controls release of 
Carmustine). There are no clinically important adverse reactions 
related to the Carmustine wafers that have been observed either 
in the brain or systemically. Interstitial chemotherapy delivered 
by polymer wafers directly to brain tumors provides a safe and 
effective treatment for recurrent malignant glioma after repeat 
intervention. 

Re-irradiation 
Although the high radiotherapy dose (~ 60 Gy) typically 

applied in the first-line of treatment to reduce the risk of in-
field relapse generally hampers use of a second full-dose 
radiotherapy course, re-irradiation has been shown to increase 
the survival-lengthening capability of radiation when compared 
to supportive care only. Re-irradiation can be considered in 
selected patients with a Karnofsky performance status (KPS) 
above 60%, a major lesion size below 40 mm, and progression 
more than 6 months after surgery. The dose most frequently 
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reported, with or without modulated intensity, falls in the range 
of 30-60 Gy.

Multiple chemotherapy options 
Multiple chemotherapy options are available for second-

line treatment but, owing to discouraging OS results and lower 
quality of life, no standard of care has been established. Tables 
1a-1e below summarize the most relevant trials performed 

to date with respect to the medical treatment of recurrent 
GBs. Whether in mono- or combination-therapy, the tables 
highlight pertinent facts about therapies utilizing the following 
drug classes: Temozolomide, Nitrosoureas, Antiangiogenics, 
Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor Gene inhibitors, and a 
number of other agents, especially those that act on specific 
molecular targets that have been evaluated in the treatment of 
recurrent GBs. 

Table 1a: Chemotherapy with Temozolomide in mono- and combination-therapy.

Drug Agent Toxicity Benefits (PFS-6/Median 
OS) Current use

Temozolomide (before 
nitrosoureas)

* Metronomic schedules 
are superior to the 
standard schedule

* Better results for MGMT 
patients

Tolerable

(18-48%; 5.4-9.9 
months)  Median time to 
progression: 21 weeks.

In combination with 
radiotherapy

(26-58.%; 5.1-13 months

(6-27%; 3.6 months)

*FIRST LINE:

*Standard treatment: 
150–200 mg/m2 for 5 

days every 4 weeks.

Extended: 75-100 mg/m2 
daily.

*SECOND LINE:

7 days on, 7 days off: 21 
days on, 7 days off

*SECOND LINE & BASED 
ON PROGRESSION:

Combinations with 
Temozolomide

(Do not add any benefit to 
Temolozomide alone)

Temozolomide+ Sorafenib Lymphopenia (9.4%)

Temozolomide+ Celecoxib (43%)

Temozolomide+

O6-benzylguanine
(9%; 4.5 months)

Temozolomide+Afatinib Grade III diarrhea, skin 
toxicity

Table 1b: Chemotherapy with Nitrosoureas and alkalyting agents in mono- and combination-therapy.

Drug Agent Toxicity Benefits (PFS-6/Median 
OS) Current use

Nitrosoureas & Alkalyting 
agents in monotherapy Carmustine, Renal, hepatic, pulmonary 

(fibrosis)
(13-17.5%; 5.1-7.5 

months)

(High lipophilicity) Lomustine

Nimustine (20%; 6.7 months) In combination with 
cytarabine or teniposide

Enzasturine
Hematologic (grade III and 
IV) Negative efficacity for 

Enzasturine
(19%; 7.1 months) In combination with 

Lomustine

In combination with 
Lomustine

Fotemustine (20.9-61.0%; 6-11 
months)

Fotemustine+ 
Temozolomide Major hematologic toxicity

Procarbazine Increase in lymphopenia (8%; 3.9-7.2 months)

Procarbazine+  
Lomustine+ Vincristine

Grade III or IV hematologic 
toxicity of 26% (30-38%; 7.6-7.9 months)

Cediranib+ Lomustine+ 
antiangiogenic Major hematologic toxicity (34.5%; 9.4 months)
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Table 1c: Chemotherapy with Antiangiogenics in mono- and combination-therapy.

Drug Agent Toxicity Benefits (PFS-6/Median 
OS) Current use

Antiangiogenics (for 
second-line treatment)

Bevacizumab (with 
pre-treatment with 

Temolozomide)

grades III and IV 
toxicities: hypertension, 
thromboembolic events, 

fatigue

(25-42.6%; 6.5-9.2 
months) Anti-edema effect, 

which allows decreased 
use of corticosteroids

FDA approved; not 
approved by EMA) 

Controversy on 
Bevacizumab: treatment 

duration

Monotherapy is not better 
than combination therapy

Bevacizumab+ 
Carboplatin+ Etoposide+ 

Irinotecan+ Temozolomide

Bevacizumab+ Irinotecan
(30-53%; 6.1-9.7 months)

(best combination)

Bevacizumab+ Irinotecan+ 
Cetuximab (33%; 7 months)

Bevacizumab+ 
Carboplatin+ Etoposide (22%; 6.9 months)

Bevacizumab+ Etoposide (44.4%; 10.2 months)

Bevacizumab+ Ertonilib (29%; 10.3 months)

Bevacizumab+ Lomustine (41-59%; 11 months)

Bevacizumab+ 
Fotemustine

AT SIX-MONTHS:           For 
Bevacizumab: (62.1%; 7.3  

months)

For Fotemusine: (73.3%; 
8.7 months)

AT NINE-MONTHS:           
For Bevacizumab: 37.9%; 

7.3 months)

For Fotemusine: (46.7%; 
8.7 months)

Aflibercept Asthenia; Hypertension -7.70%

Met+EVGFR2+ RET 
inhibitor+ XL-184 

(Cabozantinib)
Fatigue (21-25%)

Hypophosphatemia

Increased lipases

Migraines

Lymphopenia

Convulsions

Table 1d: Chemotherapy with EGFR inhibitors in mono- and combination-therapy.

Drug Agent Toxicity Benefits (PFS-6/Median 
OS) Current use

EGFR Inhibitors

(Inconclusive results 
whether in mono-or 

combination therapy)

Most frequent mutation 
insensitive

Gefitinib No responses

Afatinib Grade III diarrhea, skin 
toxicity (3%)

Ertolinib (12%; 7 months) Usual dose is inadequate

Everolimus+ Gefitinib (2.6 months)

Ertolinib+ Gefitinib+ 
Sirolimus -25%
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Ertolinib+ Carboplatin
Grades III and IV 

fatigue, leucopenia, 
thrombocytopenia, rash

(14%; 30 weeks)

More sensitive to 
mutations Lapatinib (HKI-272)

Table 1e: Chemotherapy with other agents in mono- and combination-therapy.

Drug Agent Toxicity Benefits (PFS-6/Median 
OS) Current use

Other Agents Cilengitide Minor (12-15%; 9.9 months)

EGFR & PDGFR Discouraging results

MTOR antagonist Discouraging results

Phospholinositide 3-kinase 
antagonist Discouraging results

Histone deacetylase 
antagonist Discouraging results

Farnesyltransferase 
antagonist Discouraging results

a. Research: As of 2014, there were 22 various drugs 
with potent anti-glioblastoma activity, including the 
combination of Irinotecan and statins. Laboratory research 
using genetically engineered stem cells to target GBs in mice 
also showed promise [2-4].

b. MicroRNA: RNA interference, usually microRNA, is 
being studied in tissue culture, pathology specimens and in 
preclinical animal studies. MicroRNA (mi-RNA)-screening of 
plasma is used to determine the prognosis of GB [5,6]. 

c. Immunotherapy: The immunotherapeutic approach 
to GB has been studied in a number of Phase I and II trials 
with encouraging results. Phase III with anti-EGFR vaccines 
are currently under way, but results are not yet available. 
A review of all the immunotherapy trials suggests that 
vaccination is safe in terms of side effects and effectiveness. 

Immunotherapy using dendritic cell (DC) vaccination in 
recurrent GBs has been assessed in 12 studies (including four 
with a control arm). In seven of the studies, the immunotherapy 
arm experienced better OS results. In 10 of the studies, the 
median OS spanned the range 38-138 weeks. The best results for 
median OS were reported for clinical trials that had in common 
vaccination given immediately after surgery [7-12]. GB relapse is 
attributed to the recurrence and persistence of tumor stem cells 
(TSC). In this regard, two clinical trials are noteworthy:

i. Tumor B-cell Hybridoma Vaccine: In a small trial, a 
tumor B-cell hybridoma vaccine against tumor stem cells 
elicited a specific tumor immune reaction, thus enhancing 
an immune response to the disease [13-21]; and

ii. Tests of different EGFR signaling patterns: Larger 
trials, including tests of different EGFR signaling patterns and 
their relationship to tumor stem cells are being conducted. 
However, the test of Rindopepimut failed in a phase III 
trial in 2016. While several drugs have failed in extending 
survival, the new immunotherapies including CAR-T cells 

immunotherapies such as Pembrolizumab (Keytruda) and 
Nivolumab (Opdivo) have changed the landscape with initial 
promising results in brain cancer. Other immunotherapeutic 
and vaccine-type approaches are at different stages of 
development, but conclusive results are not yet available.

d. Adjuvant therapy: Trials of adjuvant therapy using 
autologous-loaded dendritic cells and antigen-presenting 
cells have reported that PFS and OS increase in patients on 
first-line treatment with recurrent GB. 

Figure 4: Showing the development of a glioblastoma from a 
neural stem cell.

e. Gene therapy: Gene therapy is a promising approach 
for fighting cancers, including brain cancer. Unlike current 
conventional cancer treatments, gene transfer has the 
potential to selectively kill cancer cells while leaving healthy 
cells unharmed. Over the past two decades, significant 
advances have been made in gene transfer technology 
(GTT) and the field has matured to the point of clinical and 
commercial feasibility [13]. Figure 4 illustrates the formation 
of a GB from a neural stem cell. 

i. Advances include: 

a) Vector construction: This is the gene delivery vehicle 
(GDV); 

b) Vector producer cell efficiency; 
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c) Scale-up processes; 

d) Preclinical models for target diseases; and 

e) Regulatory guidance: This regards clinical trial design, 
including endpoint definitions and measurements.

In one such approach in 2005, researchers at UCLA reported 
a long-term survival benefit in an experimental brain tumor 
animal model. Subsequently, in preparation for human clinical 
trials, the technology was further developed by Tocagen. Since 
2010, Toca 511 is under clinical investigation in a Phase I trial 
for the potential treatment of recurrent high-grade glioma 
including GB and anaplastic astrocytoma. The study was due to 
be completed in July 2016. As of January 2016, six different trials 
of Toca 511 have been registered. Updates on a meta analysis of 
Toca 511 are highly anticipated. 

f. Intranasal drug delivery: Intranasal (or direct nose-
to-brain) drug delivery (INDD) is being explored as a 
means to achieve higher, and hopefully more effective, drug 
concentrations in the brain. A clinical phase I/II study with 
GB patients in Brazil investigated the natural compound 
perillyl alcohol for intranasal delivery as an aerosol [14-18]. 
Because the results of this trial were encouraging, a similar 
trial was initiated in 2016 in the U.S. [14-16].

g. Anopheles mosquito transmission of brain tumors: 
Some authors have noted that anophele mosquitoes may 
be able to transmit brain tumors [17]. Further, based on the 
malaria experience, another researcher has also suggested 
that disrupting cell mitoses may provoke cancer self-
destruction [18].

h. Nanotechnology: A series of recent articles has 
explored the capabilities of nanotechnology to penetrate 
the BPBs to deliver therapeutic drugs to a variety of brain 
tumors, including GBs, at the right location, at the right time, 
and in the right dose regimen [19-22].

Summary and Conclusion
Glioblastoma (or glioblastoma multiform) is the most 

common primary brain tumor in adults. It remains an unmet need 
in oncology. Most of the known treatments cannot eradicate all 
tumor cells (surgery is often insufficient given the diffuse nature 
of the disease; chemotherapy has major limitations because 
most drugs cannot cross the BBB, and penetration into brain 
cells is limited). In addition, the cells in brain tumors are greatly 
heterogeneous, which limits the treatment efficacy and explains 
the high rate of progression of the disease. Disease recurs in 
almost all patients, and most patients will not be candidates for 
new surgery or a new course of irradiation so that therapeutic 
options are limited [23-29]. 

I have discussed the various treatment options whether 
singly or in combination. I have also summarized the many 
clinical trials conducted so far and recapitulated their main 

characteristics: benefits (if any), toxicities and current dose 
regimen for various chemotherapy strategies employing first-
line Temozolomide either alone or in combination with other 
drugs; nitrosoureas and alkalyting agents; antiangiogenic agents; 
epidermal growth factor receptor gene inhibitors; and several 
other agents. The trials have reported only modest increases in 
PFS and minimal or even doubtful increases in overall survival 
[30-34]. 

In present-day practice, it is recommended that treatment 
of recurrent glioblastoma be individualized according to several 
factors: performance status; age; tumor histology; biomarkers; 
possibility for repeat surgery; time to recurrence; and response 
to prior treatment [35,36]. It is also recommended that patients 
be enrolled into well-designed clinical trials to maximize their 
clinical benefits. Research into these and other treatment 
options is ongoing including but not limited to: microRNA; 
immunotherapy; adjuvant therapy; gene therapy; stem cell 
therapy, and intra-nasal drug delivery. It is too early to report 
definitely on their corresponding benefits and associated risks.
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